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Abstract

Existing literature identifies non-official media as a tool for rulers to gather

information from below. We argue that such media also help identify threats among

elites. Motivated by profit, partially free media tend to cover politicians who chal-

lenge implicit norms of the regime. These political elites are perceived as threats

to the power-sharing status quo, which leads peers to sanction them. We test this

argument with evidence from the Chinese Communist Party’s intra-party elections

of alternate Central Committee members in 2012 and 2007. With Bayesian rank

likelihood models, we find that candidates who appeared more frequently in various

partially free media received fewer votes from the Party Congress delegates, and this

pattern is robust after accounting for a series of alternative explanations. Detailed

case studies also show that low-ranked candidates have more partially free media

coverage because they broke party norms.
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Authoritarian elites know little about one another’s compliance with rules or norms

that govern intra-elite interactions (Boix & Svolik 2013). The information paucity causes

tensions, intra-elite conflicts, and even coups (Svolik 2012, 59). Theoretical and historical

evidence suggests that it is particularly pronounced in many contemporary autocracies, as

the growing size of state apparatus obscures elites’ intentions and behaviors. According

to the authoritarianism literature, quasi-democratic or deliberative institutions such as

legislatures, elections, and regularized intra-party meetings help mitigate the information

problem among ruling elites; by making open discussion possible, allowing limited political

contestation, or regularizing interactions, ruling elites can observe others’ behaviors and

preempt potential challenges to the status quo (Magaloni 2006; Brownlee 2007; Gandhi

2008; Boix & Svolik 2013). But how do ruling elites detect threats in places where

quasi-democratic institutions are weak or the size of ruling elites is too large to implement

deliberative institutions?

We argue that partially free media, namely commercial newspapers and social media,

supplement authoritarian institutions and help mitigate the information problem among

authoritarian elites. An emerging literature contends that autocrats strategically permit

partial media freedom (Egorov et al. 2009). Partially free media inform autocrats about

local grievances and officials’ misconducts (Lorentzen 2014). These media also reveal

information about high-level officials. Motivated by profit, partially free media tend to

cover officials who genuinely interest the mass audience. These officials’ newsworthiness

stems from their activities that challenge implicit norms of the regime, which are crucial

in maintaining the power-sharing among the ruling elites. These “fire alarms (McCubbins

& Schwartz 1984)” alert ruling elites to potential troublemakers among themselves. State

mouthpieces, reporting officials’ activities based on ossified political hierarchy and routines,

however, perform poorly in alleviating the information deficits in the elite circle. Whereas

in democracies “all publicity is good publicity” (Zaller 1996; DellaVigna & Kaplan 2007;

Gerber et al. 2009), authoritarian elites cast disapproval votes on those who are widely

covered by commercial media and those mentioned on social media.

While very few intra-elite elections are as observable as democratic ones, we test
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our argument by exploiting elections of alternate Central Committee members in the

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 2012 (18th Party Congress) and 2007 (17th). The

elections of alternate members are among the very few observable and meaningful intra-

elite elections in modern autocracies. At a Party Congress, over 2,000 party delegates,

who hold powerful positions in the regime, cast votes to elect the party’s governing body

— the Central Committee (CC). Although most intra-party electoral outcomes, such as full

CC members’ numbers or ranks of votes, remain confidential, the CCP releases names of

elected alternate members in descending order of ballots. Typically at the rank of deputy

ministers or governors and younger than full members, alternate members are critical in

Chinese politics because they constitute a reserve pool of future CCP leaders. According

to qualitative evidence, the CCP has ceased to manipulate votes and allowed certain

degrees of contestation in elections of alternate members since the 1980s, and the delegates

have exploited the election to signal their discontent over candidates (Interview 07191501

and 03081601; Wu 2015). Practically, the rank determines the order of admission into the

CC. Theoretically, the rank also constitutes a rare opportunity for researchers to examine

CCP elites’ revealed preferences on their peers.

To examine potential impacts of media on the election outcome, we construct an

original dataset containing biographical information and media appearances of 171 alter-

nate members elected at the 18th Party Congress (2012) and 167 at the 17th (2007). We

measure each member’s appearances across a wide range of media outlets under various

degrees of state control during the 5-year interims before the Congresses. These media

include the only two mouthpieces published by the CCP Central Committee (CCPCC)

and three representative market-oriented national newspapers with less state control. For

the alternate members of the 18th CC, we also count their name appearances on China’s

major social media website, which launched in 2009. To cope with the unique interde-

pendent nature of rank data, we employ Bayesian rank likelihood models to estimate

the relationship between the election outcome and different types of media’s coverage of

candidates.

The results support our argument that partially free media’s coverage is associated
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with fellow elites’ disapproval. A one standard deviation increase in the number of

appearances in China’s flagship commercial newspaper, Southern Weekly, is associated

with a nearly 10% reduction in vote-ordered rank. Candidates’ coverage by state-controlled

media, however, has no significant correlation with the election results. To further

substantiate our argument, we conduct case studies of two low-ranked alternate members

and an in-depth content analysis of commercial papers’ reports. We show that commercial

newspapers’ and social media users’ interests in the candidates stem from violations of

implicit party norms, such as collective leadership, consensus building, and seniority-based

promotion. These newsworthy activities, however, are perceived as potential threats to

the power-sharing status quo by the peer elites within the CCP regime.

A competing mechanism may threaten the validity of our argument; to make the

cut, politically weaker candidates, on the verge of elimination, might strategically seek

media coverage and gain public recognition. Although this campaigning strategy would

violate the party discipline (Wu 2015), we employ a range of strategies to account for

this possibility. We include an extensive list of political strength measures as controls in

baseline and robustness tests. Besides conventional measures in the literature, namely

connections with incumbent, past, and present party general secretaries, princeling status,

and party seniority, we go one step further and control for each candidate’s connections

with every Politburo Standing Committee (PSC) member, segments within the regime,

and administrative rank. After additional controls are included, the results remain

consistent with our baseline findings. Detailed case studies of Qiu He and Li Xiaopeng,

the two bottom-ranked alternate members in the 18th CC, illustrate that candidates who

deliberately remained low-key before the election still attracted spotlight in partially free

media, because their activities challenged the political norms. We further demonstrate

that candidates with similar norm violations in the 1980s were not punished at elections

because partially free media were absent. Therefore there is little evidence that elites

could learn about norm-deviating activities without partially free media. Finally, we did

a placebo test by comparing coefficients of candidates’ one-year and five-year publicity,

finding no evidence that candidates attempted to attract more media attention right before
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the Party Congress. All additional tests reject the competing hypothesis that politically

weak candidates who actively seek media coverage drive our results. We also conduct

other robustness checks to account for possible alternative explanations and addressing

potential biases in our data, and the results remain robust.

This paper contributes to a growing literature on the role of information in authoritar-

ian politics. To alleviate information shortage, autocrats devise institutions and strategies

to solicit information about ruling elites and agents. They may rely on formal institutions,

such as elections, legislatures, and party institutions to facilitate information exchange and

transparency among regime insiders (Magaloni 2006; Brownlee 2007; Gandhi 2008; Svolik

2012; Boix & Svolik 2013). Or they may control and manipulate media to incapacitate

the masses from organizing themselves (Stockmann & Gallagher 2011; Edmond 2013;

Stockmann 2013; King et al. 2013, 2014), and obtain information about local problems,

which would threaten regime survival if allowed to fester (Egorov et al. 2009; Lorentzen

2014). Our study suggests a third possibility: authoritarian institutions and partially free

media work in tandem to detect and deter potential threats from within. Our findings

reveal that in countries like China, where the size of the ruling body is so large that

the intra-elite information environment is more complicated than oligarchical regimes,

authoritarian elites need more than quasi-democratic or deliberative institutions to obtain

information about other elites.

It is also crucial to distinguish the context of this study from promotions, where

superiors decide their subordinates’ career trajectory (Nathan & Gilley 2002). Party

leaders, having more power, are more concerned about the subordinates’ capabilities and

personal loyalty rather than violations of norms when deliberating promotions (Egorov

& Sonin 2011). In our research setting, however, peer elites, not superiors, evaluated

the candidates. When political elites choose their leaders, they tend to entrust those

who are “known for correctness, adherence to rules, fairness, lack of personal ambition,

and low charisma” (Geddes 1999, 123), as these characteristics suggest someone who is

unlikely to grab power at the expense of her peers. Existing studies, however, rarely focus

on how elites systematically identify these characteristics and sanction those who have
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the potential to undermine party cohesion and stability. This study provides a novel

perspective that media and intra-elite institutions work together to detect threats among

elites.

The Information Problem and Non-official Media

The Information Problem among Elites

Politicians in democracies need information to detect problems, set agenda, and make

policies (Baumgartner & Jones 2015). Likewise, authoritarian political elites also need

information about each other. Authoritarian elites are incentivized to hide or misrepresent

their intentions, as doing so gives them the first-mover advantage in political maneuvers

(Svolik 2012). This secrecy breeds and reinforces suspicion, miscommunication, and

miscalculation among the ruling elites. These tensions provoke intra-elite conflicts, which

often result in coups (Svolik 2009) or even regime collapse (O’Donnell & Schmitter 1986).

Further, the complexity and hierarchies of the regime’s institutions hinders information

flows. A ruling coalition often consists of numerous leaders of party organs, ministries,

provinces, military units, social organizations, and firms across different levels of the

regime and locales. The scale and the complexity of the system limit elites’ ability

to make personal contact with each other. This problem is especially prominent in

large countries with elaborative state apparatus (Voslensky 1984; Burns 1987). While

deliberative institutions such as regularized meetings of Politburo mitigate the information

problem in a small number of elites (Svolik 2012), such institutions cannot function with

thousands of elites. Top-level elites in these countries often do not have the full knowledge

of each other’s existence, let alone their behaviors or intentions.

Cautious readers might wonder that authoritarian elites may have learned what

others are doing without the assistance of media. Two examples show otherwise. Mao

Zedong sacked Li Dongye, an official in the CCP General Office in 1958, but Li assumed

a leadership position in Liaoning province soon thereafter without Mao’s knowledge (Qi

2016, 164). The decentralization of power and proliferation of agencies in the post-Mao era
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make the problem worse. Yang Weize, then party secretary of Wuxi — a major industrial

and commercial hub — has been unknown to Zhou Yongkang (then domestic security

chief and a Wuxi native), until Zhou’s brother introduced Yang to Zhou.1 These examples

question the assumption that authoritarian elites have complete information regarding

their colleagues and peers.

While elites may have little need to know others’ identities, they have reason to be

concerned about other elites’ behavior. Crises often start with unnoticed violations of

intra-elite norms on the part of the elites. In the context of China, such behaviors include

bypassing collective leadership, putting individual over party institutions, or assigning

disproportional favors to personal associates (Lieberthal & Oksenberg 1988; Shirk 1993).

These violations of norms do not pose immediate threats to the regime, but, by disrupting

common expectations, they erode inter-elite trust, and make cooperation among the elites

more difficult. Thus elites are incentivized to detect and deter such potential threats to

regime stability.

How Media Supply Elite-related Information

As the lack of personal contact exacerbates the information problem for a large group of

authoritarian elites, partially free media provide elites with information when they can

sanction peers through party institutions. Voters in democracies face a similar problem:

few of them have direct contact with candidates. Electoral research demonstrates that

mass media makes up the information shortage for voters in democracies (Dalton et al.

1998). Such information channels also exist in non-democracies. Although conventional

wisdom suggests that authoritarian regimes block free press and criticism (Geddes &

Zaller 1989), contemporary non-democracies tolerate free or partially free media (Guriev

& Treisman 2015). Free or partially free sources of information, such as commercial

newspapers or social media, co-exist in the media marketplace with official mouthpieces

(Stockmann 2013).

Meanwhile, political elites do not live in a publicity-free cocoon. Besides regular

1To save space, we list all news sources in the Online Appendix.
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appearances in official mouthpieces, they are inevitably covered by commercial media and

discussed in social media. Official media follow strict rules when they cover regime elites,

covering only their routine activities (Wu 1994). Moreover, political elites may manipulate

official media in their jurisdictions to disseminate information in their favor (Cai 2004;

Shih 2008b; J. Pan in press). However, partially free media cover authoritarian elites based

on a different logic. Catering to a broader readership and seeking profit from advertising

revenue, commercial media produce reports about other activities and select stories that

garner sales and clicks (Gehlbach & Sonin 2014). Political figures not adhering to norms

are more likely to attract readers than stereotypical apparatchiks. Our interview with a

veteran political correspondent of Southern Weekly, a leading commercial newspaper in

China, confirms that the newspaper devotes special staff and resources to reporting “star

officials,” whose governance styles differ from stereotypes (Interview 16052001). Social

media publicize discussions about politicians among individual users, and the number of

mentions politicians receive in social media largely matches social media users’ interests

in them (Tumasjan et al. 2010; Hong & Nadler 2012). As a result, commercial media

reporters’ and social media users’ attention constitutes a valid measurement of political

elites’ out-of-norm behaviors.

Authoritarian elites are informed by both official and partially free media when

making political decisions. An emerging stream of literature shows that authoritarian

elites depend on partially free media for information about subordinates (Egorov et al.

2009) and grievances and potential social tensions at lower levels of government (Lorentzen

2014). To collect useful information, authoritarian rulers sometimes allow criticisms of

officials in social media (King et al. 2013, 2014). As aforementioned, violating norms such

as collective leadership, consensus building, and the principle of Buggins’s turn, imposes a

threat to other elites and the regime as a whole. Therefore, compared to the coverage of

functionaries or ordinary citizens, information about their peers’ norm-violating behavior

is even more likely to draw authoritarian elites’ interests.2 Therefore, we expect sanctions

2We list concrete examples of how party elites learn peers’ behavior through commercial media in the

Appendix.
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against peers to correlate with appearances in commercial and social media when elites

can sanction peers through institutions.

How authoritarian elites sanction their peers based on information from partially free

media, however, is unexplored in the literature.3 The lack of transparency in dictatorships

makes it difficult to examine how media affects authoritarian elites’ decisions as a group;

conventional techniques for studying the effect of media on political outcomes, such as

surveys or experiments, can hardly be applied to authoritarian elites. Authoritarian elites

also rarely sanction their colleagues and peers publicly. The elections of alternate members

of the CCPCC, where around 2,000 delegates evaluate their peers by votes, provide a rare

opportunity to test our argument.

Intra-elite Elections in China and Media Publicity

Elections of Alternate Members of the CCPCC

Our dependent variables are ranks of votes received by alternate members of the 18th and

the 17th CCPCCs, respectively elected at the two most recent Party Congresses in 2012

and 2007. Unlike full CC members, whose electoral performance has been confidential

since 1956, the CCP makes public the ranking of elected alternate members according to

the number of votes.4 Widely regarded as the selectorate of the CCP leadership (Shirk

1993), the CC, with around 200 full members, is the de jure highest body of the CCP for

five-year terms. Alternate members, also known as “candidate members” in the Eastern

Bloc, are “waitlisted” for the CC; there are generally 150-170. When the CC has a vacancy

(either due to death in office or dismissal of a CC full member), according to the number of

votes, it admits an alternate member until the next election. Our dataset of all past and

present CCPCC members from 1987 to 2012 shows that vacancies in the CC have rarely

3One notable exception is Gueorguiev & Schuler (2016).
4A legacy of Bolshevism and abandoned in 1969, this practice has been restored since the 12th Party

Congress (1982).
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exceeded five; on average only 4.4 alternate members were admitted.5 Practically, since

the early-1980s, alternate members have served as a reserve pool of future top leaders.

Most members of the top-level PSC served as an alternate CC member 15-20 years before

gaining their ultimate posts.

The delegates of the National Party Congress cast the votes that determine the

ranking of the alternate members. Out of 82.6 million party members, 2,300 delegates

attended the 18th Party Congress. About 70% of the delegates were cadres holding

key government, party, and military posts or serving as chief executives of state-owned

enterprises (SOEs), social organizations, and occasionally, large private firms.6 The

remaining 30% are mostly lower-level bureaucrats such as county heads. The delegates

are representative of medium-to-high level elites within the Party’s all-encompassing

Nomenklatura hierarchy.

The election of alternate members is semi-competitive. While the delegates can only

choose from a slate of candidates handpicked by the party leadership, a small fraction

of the nominated candidates eventually fail to be elected.7 Since the 1980s, the Party

Constitution has mandated the difference between the seats and number of candidates

as a manifestation of intra-party democracy, as it gives delegates the opportunity to

eliminate at least some candidates the party has chosen. At the 18th Party Congress, for

example, 19 candidates out of 190 did not become alternate members due to low vote

tallies. Similarly, 16 out of 183 were defeated at the 17th Party Congress (2007) and 9

out of 167 at the 16th (2002).

Because of the limited competitiveness, alternate member elections emerge as an ideal

case for observing how party elites sanction their peers. Because the slate of candidates is

5Prior to the 1980s, far more alternate members were admitted due to massive purges and deaths. The

former have been abandoned, and the latter have decreased because the party enforces retirement.
6A typical Nomenklatura delegate is a member of provincial party leadership, party chief of a multimillion-

people municipality, a major general, or a chief executive of a giant SOE at minimum. The criteria for

co-opted groups are extremely selective; at the 18th Party Congress, only 24 delegates were business

owners.
7Our interview with a senior research fellow with connection to the party leadership confirms that not all

nominated candidates become alternates (Interview 07191501).
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long and the ratio of elected seats high, delegates cast disapproval votes, only marking

unfavorable candidates (Wu 2015). Moreover, while the vote-based rank for the small

group of “defeated” candidates is highly confidential, as they constitute less than 10% of

the whole slate, the selection bias is minimal.8

Interviews and historical anecdotes confirm that since the late-1980s, delegates have

exploited elections of alternate CC members (and sometimes full CC members) to express

discontent. Unfavorable candidates have either been voted out or ranked at the bottom.

According to our interviews with two scholars connected to the party’s inner circle, while

party leaders indeed control who would appear on the ballot, delegates do have the freedom

to vote candidates. They have repeatedly used their votes to embarrass candidates who

are unpopular among party elites (Interview 07191501; Interview 03081601). An infamous

case is Deng Liqun’s defeat during the 13th Party Congress (1987). Widely regarded as

China’s ideological czar in the 1980s and favored by several conservative party elders,

Deng Liqun was a serious contender for a seat in the Politburo before the Congress. But he

was defeated in both full CC member and alternate member elections, and thus ineligible

for a Politburo seat because liberal delegates were reluctant to support an ideologue.9

Similarly, mobilization of conservative delegates defeated Zhu Houze, a liberal propaganda

department head and a protégé of Zhao Ziyang. At the 14th Party Congress (1992), two

candidates endorsed by senior party leaders, Xiao Yang and Yu Zhengsheng, failed in

the full CC member election and received low numbers of votes in the alternate member

election (Wu 2015). Chen Deming, Minister of Commerce, had a similar experience at

the 17th Congress.

Some readers may still worry that the PSC members or party elders might manipulate

8Unfortunately, even the best observers and informants of Chinese politics cannot recoup the lists of

defeated candidates. See Gao (2017, June 2).
9Other delegates would have observed Deng’s behavior without commercial media’s help because he was

propaganda chief of the CCP and the front man of a series of high-profile ideological campaigns before

1987. Alternate members, serving less prestigious offices, do not have this prominence. Shih et al. (2012)

claim that Zhao Ziyang, then general secretary of the party and Deng Liqun’s main rival, engineered his

defeats. However, their only support is Deng’s own account (Deng 2006).
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the rank, and the election is therefore ceremonial, but evidence suggests that it is unlikely.10

Since the mid-1980s, the party leadership has sent stringent guidelines to delegates only

about issues such as compositions of full CC members, rather than election of alternate

members. According to a scholar who worked closely with former party general secretary

Zhao Ziyang, the party leadership focuses on the composition of the Politburo and the

PSC, rather than the alternate members. Since only full CC members are eligible to

be selected into the Politburo, senior party leaders focus on manipulating nomination

and election of full CC members. There is no evidence substantiating manipulation of

alternate CC member election since 1982 (Wu 2015).

Furthermore, from a rational perspective, party leaders have little incentive to put

an alternate member in a higher rank because the rank per se is not linked to tangible

power or benefits. Higher-ranked alternate CC members do not have better prospects

for promotion (Ma 2016), unless they are ranked among the first five, which gives them

a substantial chance of admission to the CC during the interim. Thus the party’s top

leaders would be likely to manipulate the rank in the first five slots only. Further, any

leader with enough power to manipulate the rank would probably have the power to

directly assign her followers into the CC, instead of putting them at the top of a waiting

list. That said, in one of the robustness checks, we modify the ranks by assuming such

hypothetical manipulations. The result accords with the baseline results.

Media Appearances of Alternate CC Members

In China, media with various degrees of censorship or control by the party-state coexist

(Stockmann 2013). We select representative media across three categories: official mouth-

pieces (People’s Daily and Qiushi), partially free commercial media (Southern Metropolis

Daily, Southern Weekly, and Beijing News), and social media (Sina Weibo). We collect

appearances of each candidate in these outlets. To minimize measurement errors, we

10The last well-documented manipulation in the election of alternate members happened to Wang

Dongxing, Mao’s principal bodyguard in later life and the bottom ranked alternate member of the 12th

CC (1982).
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employ Google search volumes as an alternative measure of appearances in partially free

media in our robustness checks.

People’s Daily [人民日报] and Qiushi ([求是] “Seeking Truth”) are the only two

mouthpieces published by the CCPCC. People’s Daily is the directly-administered organ

of the CCPCC. Fully funded by the state, People’s Daily does not seek to maximize

advertisement revenue or garner readership, nor do its reports address personal traits of

political elites. Instead, the paper follows a strict and ossified routine of coverage based on

the party hierarchy. It primarily covers public activities of the party leadership and the

Party’s achievements. One infamous example of its irresponsiveness is the front page on

September 12, 2001. The headline was not the 9/11 attacks, as in the partially free media

and other newspapers throughout Asia, but Jiang Zemin, then paramount leader of China,

igniting the torch of the 9th National Games. Senior officials, including alternate members,

usually appear collectively in reports about formal conferences or ceremonies. Reports

that mention a single senior official do not individualize the official or her behavior.

Qiushi is the official bi-weekly journal of the CCPCC. It publishes “theoretical”

articles on the party ideological doctrines. Most of the authors and readers are middle-

and high-level cadres of the regime. Its articles do not promote authors’ own political

agendas but echo ideological campaigns launched by the party leadership. Most articles

are solicited by the editorial board or party leadership and solo-authored. Thus, observers

highly value publication record in Qiushi as an indicator of within-party prestige.

To measure candidates’ publicity in official mouthpieces, we count the number of

appearances of each alternate member in People’s Daily and Qiushi during the five-year

interims between the 17th and 18th Party Congresses. We choose five-year sums because

they smooth out abnormal noises in any single year. The Appendix provides additional

methodological details.

Unlike state mouthpieces, commercial newspapers receive little funding from the

government and face fierce competition in the market. As they rely on market sales

and advertising revenue to survive, these papers maximize readership (Stockmann 2013).

We examine mentions in three widely circulated newspapers with a focus on political
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news: Southern Metropolis Daily [南方都市报], Southern Weekly [南方周末], and

Beijing News [新京报]. Both owned by Southern Media Group, Southern Metropolis

Daily and Southern Weekly are respectively the most widely circulated commercial

metropolitan newspaper (excluding local tabloids) and commercial national newspaper

respectively.11 A major commercial newspaper in Beijing, Beijing News is also famous

for its political pages, which the state has increasingly censored since the mid-2000s

(P. P. Pan 2008). As these commercial newspapers are still under the inspection of local

party propaganda departments, they rarely criticize senior officials at the level of alternate

CC members explicitly. Still, they frequently cover senior officials’ behaviors that exceed

their responsibilities or violate party norms.

We chose three separate commercial newspapers because China has no authoritative

national commercial newspaper (such as the New York Times in the United States). The

printed versions of Southern Metropolis Daily and Beijing News are only permitted to

circulate in Southern and Northern China respectively, although readers can access their

websites nationwide. Southern Weekly is circulated nationally, but it only publishes long

featured stories and intensive interviews. We count name appearances for each alternate

member in the 5-year interim in the three newspapers and run baseline model with each

measure (one paper a time) to minimize arbitrariness. To account for a broader range of

commercial newspapers, in one of the robustness checks we employ Google News search

volumes, which mainly consists of appearances in commercial papers.

We also develop a measure of candidates’ appearances in social media, which is under

even less state control than commercial papers, for the alternate members of the 18th

CC, as social media with national stature did not emerge in China until 2009, when Sina

Weibo [新浪微博], the Chinese equivalent of Twitter, was launched (Sullivan 2012). Before

that, Chinese social media was fragmented; sites either catered only local communities or

target niche groups based on hobbies or lifestyles (King et al. 2013). We count mentions

of each alternate member on Sina Weibo, which had over 500 million registered users

11Local tabloids, or known as “evening news” in China, rarely cover political news. Global Times has

greater circulation than Southern Weekly. But under the auspices of People’s Daily, Global Times only

covers international news and issues related to foreign relations.
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and 46 million daily active users as of 2012. According to contemporary research, Weibo

users were younger and more educated than average Chinese (Chan et al. 2012; Zhang

& Pentina 2012). Relying on the technical support of Crimson Hexagon ForSight, we

can document the number of times a Weibo entry mentioned each alternate member’s

name during the one-year period prior to the election (November 8, 2011 - November 7,

2012).12 The real-time monitoring feature of the platform allows us to account for name

appearances in reposts (akin to retweets) and capture entries that human censors later

deleted. Because of the exponential growth pattern of social media posts and reposts

(Kwak et al. 2010), we measure magnitudes of each alternate member’s social media

publicity by performing log-transformation of their name appearances.

Based on our argument, we derive the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. Candidates who are covered more frequently in commercial papers and

social media have lower vote-based ranks.

Hypothesis 2. Candidates’ appearances in the state-controlled media are not associated

with their vote-ordered ranks.

Control Variables

While our dependent variable, the vote-based rank, postdated the media measures, we still

need to account for other factors that might also explain the variations in our dependent

variable. The foremost concern is that politically weaker candidates might strategically

seek out media coverage to increase their chance of advancement. Existing literature

suggests that connections with top CCP leaders are the main source of political strength

and have profound influences on elites’ political advancement (Bo 2007; Shih 2008a; Shih et

al. 2012). To account for this possibility, we control for each candidate’s factional ties with

the past, incumbent, and incoming CCP leaders. We follow Shih et al. (2012)’s approach,

and operationalize factional ties with living top party leaders, namely Jiang Zemin, Hu

Jintao, and Xi Jinping (only the 18th), by examining whether the candidates and the
12Sina Weibo launched its first beta version in August 2009. Its popularity exploded in 2010. The

platform started to collect real-time entry data in October 2011.
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leader were born in the same place, went to the same institution of higher education,

and/or worked together in the same bureaucracy within two administrative steps from

each other. We further control for other potential sources of political strength, such as

each candidate’s seniority within the party (years of party membership), the number

of times she has been elected as an alternate member, and whether she is a princeling

(meaning is directly related to a former or incumbent senior official). Finally, we control

for a series of variables such as education (whether the candidate obtains a college or

graduate degree), gender (whether the alternate member is female), and ethnicity (dummy

for ethnic minority members). We also conduct a series of robustness checks which control

for other potential sources of political strength in the CCP. The Appendix reports the

results.

Estimation Method: Bayesian Partial Rank Likelihood

Our choice of dependent variable poses two immediate challenges in statistical inference.

First, most conventional regression estimators assume that observations are identically and

independently distributed (iid.), while rank data are not. The chance of an observation

being ranked at a particular place depends on other observations (i.e., if a member has

taken a slot, all other members’ chance of being ranked in that slot is 0). Thus using

conventional estimators, such as linear regression or ordered probit, on rank data would

yield incorrect estimations. Second, ranks might be only partially observable if we relax

the assumption that every rank is accurately observed. As noted earlier, a handful of

top-ranked alternate members’ vote-based ranks might be manipulated. In this case, the

ranks might not supply the true order of each member’s votes, but only their upper and

lower bounds (i.e. their tiers). Conventional methods perform poorly when part of the

order cannot be explicitly observed.

To tackle both challenges, we employ a recently developed alternative to regular

estimators. Proposed by Adolph (2011), the Bayesian partial rank likelihood has been

successfully applied by Shih et al. (2012) to examine partially observable rank data. In

short, the Bayesian rank likelihood method links each rank with a latent number of votes.
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We subsequently employ Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to estimate a

series of models on the vote-based ranks. The Appendix supplies further details.

Results and Discussion

To test the hypotheses, we employ several different specifications of Bayesian rank likelihood

model and present marginal effects of appearance in each category of media.13 We also

include the controls for personal characteristics in each model.

The parameters for Bayesian partial rank likelihood are notoriously difficult to

interpret. Following King et al. (2000), we interpret our models by using conditional

expectations and first differences for counterfactual scenarios. We hold all characteristics

of a member at their means, only change one variable of interest, and see how the member’s

rank differs (in terms of percentile) from an average member (with 95% Bayesian credible

intervals). Because rank data are interdependent, the simulation of expected rank not

only depends on the hypothetical characteristics of an individual member but also on the

characteristics of all observed members in the sample.
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Figure 1: Marginal effects of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in
Qiushi, more coverage in commercial newspapers, and higher publicity on Weibo, on an
alternate member’s vote-based rank (18th CC).

Figure 1 illustrates marginal effects of three categories of media for the alternate

13For bivariate relationships between the ranks of alternate members in the 18th and 17th CC and their

media publicity, see “Overall Patterns” in the Appendix.
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members of the 18th CC, using one of the three commercial newspapers in each model.

Consistent with the first hypothesis, Weibo volume has a consistent negative impact on

numbers of votes; moving one standard deviation upward in logged Weibo volume leads

to a 10-15% decrease in the vote-based rank compared to an average member.

Commercial newspapers also largely yield a negative effect on the ballots. For

alternate members of the 18th CC, one standard deviation upward in commercial paper

appearances leads to a 10-18% decrease in the vote-ordered rank. Coverage in Southern

Weekly, which solely publishes long feature articles and stories, is more detrimental to an

elite’s image among her peers than the other papers, with Southern Metropolis Daily only

slightly weaker and Beijing News coverage being insignificant. This may reveal that the

government intervention in the paper’s management in December 2005 made the paper

more reluctant to publish information about elites’ subversive behavior.

As the second hypothesis predicts, coverage of the two mouthpieces is not associated

with an alternate member’s vote rank. The credible intervals for People’s Daily are

particularly large, largely because it reliably reports on officials based on their rank in

the party. As most of the candidates hold the same rank (deputy provincial governor or

minister), the paper will mention all of them equally. While references in Qiushi range

more widely, they also have no significant effect on alternate members’ ranks.

Robustness Checks

Placebo Test: Rejecting Campaigning Effects

To demonstrate that politically weak candidates did not strategically seek media coverage,

we conduct a placebo test by identifying newspaper reports dated a year or less before the

Party Congress and re-ran the same models. If the candidates attempted to “campaign”

and gained political advantage by seeking more media attention, efforts should intensify as

the Party Congress approaches. Figure 2 reports that the sizes of the effects for commercial

newspapers become smaller if we use one-year data. This placebo test shows that the

alleged efforts of politically weak candidates who seek more coverage do not drive the

observed relationship.
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Figure 2: Marginal effects of one-year publicity (below) vs. marginal effects of five-year
publicity (baseline, above).

Broader Factional Measures

Even though we have controlled for the major source of latent political strength in the

CCP, some readers might still raise the concern of omitted variable bias. Appearances in

partially free media might be inversely correlated with alternate members’ latent political

strengths within the party. Elites with lesser favor among their peers may seek publicity

to compensate. To further address this concern, we collect all alternate members’ factional

connections with PSC members of the 17th CC, who comprised the top decision-making

body in the CCP between 2007 and 2012, and fit the variable into baseline models. As

Figure 3 illustrates, estimates are still similar to the baseline findings after controlling for

broader factional ties. The marginal effect of connections with other PSC members (not

reported in the plot) is insignificant.

17th CC

We apply a similar specification with the exception of social media mentions to the

alternate members of the 17th CC. Figure 4 shows similar findings. It is worth noting that

in this period, Beijing News was just as detrimental as the other papers, likely because the
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Figure 3: Controlling for factional ties with other PSC members: marginal effects of more
reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in Qiushi, more coverage in commercial
papers, and higher publicity on Weibo, on an alternate member’s vote-based rank.
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Figure 4: Marginal effects of more reports in People’s Daily, more authored articles in
Qiushi, and more coverage in commercial newspapers on an alternate member’s vote-based
rank (17th CC).

greater state intervention in the paper began in 2005, late in the relevant period for the

17th Party Congress, and continued throughout the lead-up to the 18th Party Congress.

For the alternate members of the 17th CC, one more standard deviation of reports in

Beijing News is associated with a 10% decrease in the vote-ordered rank.

Additional Tests

To further dispel concerns of the omitted variable bias, we make one more step beyond

the literature by controlling for types and ranks of candidates’ positions held in the year

of the election. We have also conducted additional analyses in which we construct a more

exhaustive measure of appearances in commercial media and assume multiple candidates

might share the same number of votes. Because the first five slots of the alternate
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members allegedly entail tangible benefits, in one of the robustness checks, we assume the

worst scenario of electoral manipulation: the five top-ranked alternate members garnered

the fewest votes. Since most commercial papers are based in more developed coastal

cities, we also further control for elites who have worked in coastal regions. We also add

performance-related metrics of prefectural executives into the baseline models. None of

these tests (shown in the Appendix) produce notably different results. We also decompose

Weibo posts based on sentiments and find that positivity of the Weibo entries did not

affect the rank.

Discussion

In this section, we explore underlying mechanisms behind the observed relationship. With

two detailed case studies, we show that non-state media are interested in officials whose

behavior challenges implicit norms of the party. Distinguishing them from apparatchiks

who strictly follow rules, their out-of-norm behaviors make their stories newsworthy in

the eyes of commercial paper reporters and social media users, and thus send ominous

signals to their colleagues. Qiu He and Li Xiaopeng received the fewest votes in the 18th

Party Congress. While they differed dramatically in personal backgrounds and political

strengths, both were intensely covered by partially free media because of their out-of-norm

behaviors.

Born in a poor peasant family and then party secretary of the poor prefecture-

level city of Suqian, Jiangsu, Qiu gained national fame when he appeared on the front

page of Southern Weekly in 2004 for his personalistic style of leadership. Without his

colleagues’ consent, Qiu single-handedly pushed forward a series of controversial reforms

in Suqian, including privatizing local public schools and hospitals, sending one-third

of subordinate officials to explore investment projects, and disciplining colleagues by

fining tardy employees. The story immediately attracted over 20,000 comments on the

newspaper’s website. His name has become a term for an extremely aggressive official

in public discourse. As a norm of post-Mao party politics, a party secretary is expected

to coordinate different political circles among public employees and implement policies
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through consensus-building with her colleagues (Lieberthal & Oksenberg 1988; Shirk 1993).

Qiu’s behaviors, however, put him above local party organizations and colleagues, violated

the norm, and drew attention from commercial media.

Qiu has not actively sought publicity. Shortly before the 18th Party Congress, Qiu

declined an invitation to a panel of reform-minded figures. Reporters noticed that he has

intentionally avoided media attention since his tenure in Suqian.14 Our data show that

Qiu’s efforts to stay low-key failed, as the partially free media reported on him frequently

until his removal from office in 2015. Qiu’s appearances in People’s Daily between 2007

and 2012 were around the average, as his challenges to the norms were mostly in gray

zones of formal party rules or laws. However, the Party removed Qiu from office under a

charge of corruption in early 2015, and many Chinese media, including official mouthpieces,

attribute this fall to violations of consensus building and collective leadership.

Li Xiaopeng’s norm-violating behavior involved unusual promotion trajectories. Li

was the CEO of China Huaneng Group, a major state-owned electricity firm before

becoming vice governor of Shanxi in 2008. He was the eldest son of the former Premier Li

Peng (1987-1998), but his transfer from business to politics is highly unusual even among

princelings. It signals the intention of the Li family to retain political influence after Li

Peng’s retirement from politics in 2002.

Theories of authoritarian parties suggest that what Li did – cutting in line with the

help of family – jeopardizes career incentives for other party elites. Authoritarian parties

facilitate an inter-temporal political exchange in which political elites invest lengthy service

in the party in exchange for future career returns based on seniority and contribution

(Magaloni 2008; Svolik 2012). Attempts to bypass the norm weaken the political exchange

that fosters elite loyalty. But such a rule exists as an implicit common expectation

among the elites. There is no written party rules or laws specifying the limits of a retired

leader’s involvement in politics. The violation of the rule, like the deviation from collective

leadership, is not an outright breach of a law, but an implicit action against party cohesion.

14See Qian & Liu (2012). Zhang Ruimin was the only alternate member who attended the panel, largely

because he is CEO of Haier, a collective multinational corporation, rather than a career politician.
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Li did not seek publicity either. Before his unprecedented promotion, like other

princelings that run firms, Li managed to stay under the radar and attract little attention

from commercial media. During his tenure in Shanxi, he completed his duties as governor

unremarkably. Li’s appearances in the official mouthpieces were even below average

between 2007 and 2012 — six times in People’s Daily and never on the front page, while

the average candidate appeared 15.9 times and 2.7 times. Yet commercial papers and

social media users have sought to cover every aspect of his personal and public life after

his transfer. Even a regular visit to grocery store triggered heated discussions on social

media and numerous reports by commercial papers.

As there were no partially free media in China before the 1990s, candidates in the 1980s

who shared similar norm-violating behavior provide useful counterfactuals. Historical

anecdotes suggest that elites fail to collect information about others’ norm-violating

behavior when partially free media were absent. Son of Li Weihan (a veteran CCP leader)

and Jin Weiying (Deng Xiaoping’s ex-wife), Li Tieying (not related to Li Xiaopeng) had

a career trajectory that violated norms in a similar manner to Li Xiaopeng’s. Yet his

rapid rise from an engineer to one of the party secretaries in Shenyang (the largest city in

Northeast China) and alternate CC member at the 12th Party Congress (1982), which

clearly required family influence, occurred unimpeded. His vote-based rank at the 12th

Party Congress was about average. Similarly, Ding Henggao, Marshal Nie Rongzhen’s

son-in-law, quickly rose from an average scientist to the chief of defense technology and

industries, a portfolio Nie held for decades, in the early-1980s. The 1985 interim election

reveals that delegates did not recognize Ding’s norm violation, and he remained among

the top half of alternate members. We also reviewed and analyzed the content of all

reports on alternate CC members by Southern Weekly, which revealed that the negative

association between coverage on out-of-norm behavior and candidates’ ranking applies to

other candidates. The online appendix has details.
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Conclusion

For politicians in democracies, “any publicity is good publicity” (Zaller 1996; DellaVigna

& Kaplan 2007; Gerber et al. 2009). We find that, however, publicity can harm politicians

in authoritarian regimes. Senior officials who are covered more frequently in partially free

commercial newspapers and social media receive less support from their fellow elites. The

main reason lies in the incentives of partially free media and social media users. Media

that are less scrutinized by the state tend to pay more attention to political elites whose

behaviors challenge the power-sharing status quo of the regime. Party elites take such

information seriously and sanction these officials in intra-elite elections.

The argument and findings of this study shed light on the question of authoritarian

durability. Imperfect information is one of the key threats to stable authoritarian rule.

Existing studies mostly focus on how the powerful manipulate information to deceive the

masses (Hollyer et al. 2015). These studies, however, assume that all elites are informed

(Guriev & Treisman 2015). Our study shows how elites are informed: they rely on a

repertoire of tools, including formal institutions and partially free media, to cope with the

information problem among themselves. Our study, therefore, provides new insights into

the interplay between institutions, information controls, and authoritarian durability.

Finally, we must highlight the scope conditions of our argument. First, our argument

is most likely to apply where a large number of ruling elites share power and have means,

such as elections, to sanction or warn their peers (such as post-Mao China and Vietnam).

The association may not emerge in a personalistic dictatorship, such as North Korea,

where a dictator exclusively determines an elite’s political fortune. Second, while it is

beyond the scope of this article to examine officials at all levels of the CCP, there are

good reasons to believe that media publicity might boost political careers at lower levels

when competition is more fierce and incentives for getting ahead are large. For lower-level

officials, breaking party norms in exchange for public recognition could be an asset rather

than a liability, as officials vying for promotion need to stand out among numerous close

competitors (Lü & Landry 2014). As officials rise to the elite level, when peer elites,

rather than a single patron, increasingly determine their political fortunes, more publicity
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is a liability. This logic is consistent with the recent empirical findings that authoritarian

regimes employ varying strategies of political selection at different levels (Landry et al. in

press). We hope our paper will stimulate future studies and debates that further explore

the role of media in authoritarian regimes and how authoritarian elites at other levels of

government abide by norms and process media information.
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